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ADC analog-to-digital converter
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BPSK binary phase shift keying
BRDF bi-directional reflectance distribution function
CAD computer-aided design
CCDF complementary cumulative distribution function
CCI co-channel interference
CDMA code division multiple access
CESAR cellular slot access and reservation
CLT central limit theorem
CP cyclic prefix
CSMA/CD carrier sense multiple access with collision detection
DAC digital-to-analog converter
DC direct current
DCO-OFDM direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing
DFE decision-feedback equalizer
DMT discrete multi-tone
DSL digital subscriber line
DSP digital signal processor
E/O electrical-to-optical
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x Acronyms

EL elevation
FDD frequency division duplexing
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FEC forward error correction
FFE feed-forward equalizer
FFT fast Fourier transform
FOV field of view
FSO free-space optical
HPA high-power amplifier
ICI inter-carrier interference
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IFFT inverse fast Fourier transform
IM/DD intensity modulation and direct detection
IP Internet protocol
IR infrared
IrDA Infrared Data Association
ISI inter-symbol interference
LDPC low density parity check
LED light emitting diode
Li-Fi light fidelity
LOS line-of-sight
LTE long term evolution
M-PAM multi-level pulse amplitude modulation
M-PAPM multi-level pulse amplitude and position modulation
M-PPM multi-level pulse position modulation
M-QAM multi-level quadrature amplitude modulation
MAC medium access control
Mbps megabits per second
MCRT Monte Carlo ray-tracing
MIMO multiple-input–multiple-output
MLSD maximum likelihood sequence detection
MMSE minimum mean squared error
MRC maximum ratio combining
NIR near infrared
NLOS non-line-of-sight
O/E optical-to-electrical
O-OFDM optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
OFDM orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
OFDM-TDMA OFDM time division multiple access
OFDMA orthogonal frequency division multiple access
OFDMA-TDD OFDMA time division duplexing
OOK on–off keying
OSTBC orthogonal space-time block codes
OWC optical wireless communication
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Acronyms xi

P/S parallel-to-serial
PAM-DMT pulse amplitude modulation discrete multi-tone
PAPR peak-to-average-power ratio
PD photodiode
PDF probability density function
PDU protocol data unit
PEP pairwise error probability
PIM pulse interval modulation
PIN positive–intrinsic–negative
PLC power line communication
PoE power-over-Ethernet
PSD power spectral density
PSU passenger service unit
PWM pulse width modulation
QoS quality of service
RC repetition coding
RF radio frequency
RGB red, green, and blue
RMS root mean square
Rx receiver
S/P serial-to-parallel
SE spectral efficiency
SER symbol-error rate
SFO-OFDM spectrally factorized O-OFDM
SIMO single-input–multiple-output
SINR signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio
SIR signal-to-interference ratio
SISO single-input–single-output
SM spatial modulation
SMP spatial multiplexing
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
TDD time division duplexing
TDMA time division multiple access
TIA transimpedance amplifier
Tx transmitter
UE user equipment
U-OFDM unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
VLC visible light communication
VLCC Visible Light Communications Consortium
WDD wavelength division duplexing
WDM wavelength division multiplexing
WDMA wavelength division multiple access
Wi-Fi wireless fidelity
WLAN wireless local area network
ZF zero forcing
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Notation

∗ linear convolution operator
� linear discrete convolution operator
[·]T transpose operator
‖·‖F Frobenius norm
�·� floor operator
�·� ceiling operator
mod(·, ·) modulus of a congruence
a variable related to the RMS delay spread of the channel, D
A photosensitive area of the PD
A0 reference area of 1 m2

b bit sequence, reservation indicator
b bit loading vector in OFDM
B signal bandwidth
Bc coherence bandwidth of the optical wireless channel
BER generalized BER of M-PAM and M-QAM O-OFDM
BERPAM BER of M-PAM
BERRC BER of RC
BERSM BER of SM
BERSMP BER of SMP
BOTTOM shifted bottom clipping level
c speed of light
c(t) chip
c chip vector
C mutual information/information rate
Cov [·] covariance operator
d distance between the transmitter and the receiver on the direct

path
d1 distance between the transmitter and the reflective surface
d2 distance between the receiver and the reflective surface
dH(·, ·) Hamming distance of two bit sequences
dref reference distance
ds distance between an intended symbol and the closest interfering

symbol
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Notation xiii

dtot total distance (including the reflections) a ray travels
dTx spacing of the individual transmitters in the optical array
D RMS delay spread of the channel
E [·] expectation operator
E(dref) irradiance at a reference distance dref

Eb(elec) average electrical bit energy
Eeye irradiance of the eye
Es(elec) average electrical symbol energy
f frequency variable
f OFDM frame vector
f̃ distorted replica of the OFDM frame vector at the receiver
finfo vector with the information-carrying subcarriers
f̃info distorted replica of the vector with the information-carrying

subcarriers
F(·) non-linear transfer function of the transmitter
FOE O/E conversion factor for the intended signal
FOE,I O/E conversion factor for the interfering signal
FO,S factor for the useful optical symbol power in the intended signal
gh(elec) electrical path gain
gh(opt) optical path gain
gI optical path gain between an interfering transmitter and the

receiver
gS optical path gain between the intended transmitter and the

receiver
GB bandwidth utilization factor
GDC DC-bias gain
GEQ equalizer gain
GGC Gray coding gain
GOC gain of the optical concentrator
GT utilization factor for the information-carrying time
GTIA gain of the TIA
h impulse response vector of the optical wireless channel
h(t) impulse response of the optical wireless channel
hnorm(t) normalized impulse response of the optical wireless channel
hnrnt optical channel gain between transmitter nt and receiver nr

H optical channel matrix in a MIMO setup
HdTx optical channel matrix for a given spacing of transmitters
ĤdTx optical channel matrix for a given spacing of transmitters with

induced link blockage
H( f ) Fourier transform of h(t)
Hnorm( f ) Fourier transform of hnorm(t)
i imaginary unit i =

√−1, index of a direct ray, index of
an interfering transmitter

If forward current
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xiv Notation

Iin input current
Imax maximum forward current
Imax,norm normalized maximum forward current
Imin minimum forward current
Imin,norm normalized minimum forward current
Iout output current
j index of a polynomial function ψ(·), index of a reflecting ray
ĵ index of a normalized clipping level, λ

J number of normalized clipping levels
k time-domain sample index in OFDM, index of a ray reflection
kB Boltzmann’s constant
kc chunk time index
K attenuation factor of the non-linear distortion for the

information-carrying subcarriers
KC size of coordination cluster of adjacent APs
l symbol index
L number of symbols per transmission vector
m subcarrier index
mc chunk frequency index
M modulation order
MSE modulation and coding scheme
M̂SE modulation scheme associated with an a priori SINR estimate
M̄SE modulation scheme of higher order to be used in the next frame
n integer polynomial order
nos number of OFDM symbols per chunk
nr index of a receiver/PD in the optical array
nsc number of subcarriers per chunk
nspec Lambertian mode number of the specular reflection
nt index of a transmitter/LED in the optical array
nTx Lambertian mode number of the transmitter
N number of subcarriers, FFT size
N0 power spectral density of the AWGN
NA number of APs
NC number of chunks
NCP number of CP samples in OFDM
NLOS number of rays directly impinging on the PD
NNLOS number of rays which undergo one or multiple reflections
Nr number of receivers/PDs in the optical front-end
Nrays number of rays
Nrefl number of reflections
Ns average number of neighboring symbols
Nt number of transmitters/LEDs in the optical front-end
p scaling factor for the current/optical power levels in M-PAM
p power loading vector in OFDM
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Notation xv

pS(s) PDF of the clipped OFDM symbol
pŜ(ŝ) PDF of the unfolded clipped ACO-OFDM symbol
py probability density function of the received signal y
Pavg,norm normalized average optical power constraint
Pbb,elec electrical power of the BB signal at a receiver
Pb(elec) average electrical bit power
Pbg optical power of the background illumination
Pelec dissipated electrical power
Peye optical power irradiating the eye pupil
PI,elec total interference electrical power
PI,elec,th threshold interference electrical power
PI,opt optical power of an interfering transmitter
PLOS received optical power from the direct rays
Pmax,norm normalized maximum optical power constraint
Pmin,norm normalized minimum optical power constraint
PN,elec electrical noise power
PNLOS received optical power from the reflecting rays
Popt radiated optical power
Pbb

opt radiated optical power of the BB signal

P
PAM

opt optical power level of an M-PAM symbol for an infinite
non-negative linear dynamic range

P
SM

opt optical power level in SM for an infinite non-negative
linear dynamic range

PR optical power at receiver
PS,elec intended electrical symbol power
PS,opt optical power of the intended transmitter
Ps(elec) average electrical symbol power
Ps(opt) average optical symbol power
P̃s(opt) effective received optical symbol power in a MIMO setup
P̃s(opt),nt average optical power assigned to transmitter nt in a

MIMO setup with power imbalance
PEPSM PEP of SM
PEPSMP PEP of SMP
PL(d) path loss at distance d
PT optical power of the transmitter
q elementary electric charge, i.e. q = 1.6 × 10−19 C
Q(·) CCDF of a standard normal distribution
r radius in a spherical coordinate system
reye radius of the eye pupil
rFOV FOV radius at distance of 20 cm
R coding rate
Rb bit rate
Rload load resistance
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xvi Notation

RLED(θ , nTx) generalized Lambertian radiation pattern of the LED
Rs symbol rate
Rth user reservation threshold
s user score for fair resource reservation
s(t) symbol
ŝ(t) unfolded ACO-OFDM symbol
s̄(t) unfolded and debiased ACO-OFDM symbol
s symbol vector
s̃ distorted replica of the symbol vector at the receiver
S number of subbands of subcarriers, number of groups of cells
SPD responsivity of the PD
SE spectral efficiency of the modulation schemes for OWC
SEM spectral efficiency of a modulation and coding scheme
SINR electrical SINR in O-OFDM
SNR electrical SNR in O-OFDM
SNRRx electrical SNR at the receiver side in a MIMO setup
SNRTx electrical SNR at the transmitter side in a MIMO setup
t time variable
T absolute temperature
Ts symbol duration in PPM and PAM
TOF transmittance of the optical filter
TOP shifted top clipping level
u dummy integration variable
U number of users
UA number of users served by an AP
U(t) unit step function
v(t) impulse response of the pulse shaping filter
V(f ) Fourier transform of v(f )
Vf forward voltage
w(t) AWGN at the receiver
w AWGN vector at the receiver
wclip(t) uncorrelated non-Gaussian time-domain non-linear

distortion noise
W AWGN vector at the frequency domain subcarriers
Wclip additive Gaussian non-linear distortion noise at the

information-carrying subcarriers
x(t) biased information-carrying signal
x biased information-carrying signal vector
x̂ decoded signal vector at the receiver
xRx position offset of the receiver array on the X-axis
X direction in a Cartesian coordinate system
y(t) received signal
y received signal vector
yRx position offset of the receiver array on the Y-axis
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Notation xvii

Y direction in a Cartesian coordinate system
z counter in summation of W(f )
Z direction in a Cartesian coordinate system
Zx length of the biased information-carrying signal vector
Zh length of the impulse response vector of the optical wireless

channel
α scaling factor for the signal power
αA AP associated with UE μU

βA AP associated with UE νU

βDC DC-bias current
γ electrical SINR at receiver
γ̂ a priori estimate of the electrical SINR at receiver
γb(elec) undistorted electrical SNR per bit at the transmitter

 electrical SINR target

b(elec) effective electrical SNR per bit at the receiver

min minimum electrical SINR target
δ optical power imbalance factor between the individual

transmitters
δ(t) Dirac delta function

�
SNRRx
dTx

penalty on the received electrical SNR for a given spacing of
transmitters

�̂
SNRRx
dTx

penalty on the received electrical SNR for a given spacing of
transmitters with induced link blockage

ε user indicator for access of an idle chunk
ζ shadowing component, index of user
η fraction of the light reflected in a diffuse Lambertian fashion
θ zenith angle in a spherical coordinate system
θeye angle subtended by the eye pupil and the origin at d = 20 cm
θFOV,Rx FOV semi-angle of receiver
θFOV,Tx FOV semi-angle of transmitter
θinc incident angle of the incoming light/ray at the reflective

surface
θobs observation angle of the outgoing light/ray from the

reflective surface
θRx incident angle of the receiver from the reflective surface
θRx,d incident angle of the receiver on the direct path
θTx observation angle of the transmitter towards the reflective

surface
θTx,d observation angle of the transmitter on the direct path
κ factor of standard deviations quantifying the DC bias in

DCO-OFDM
λ normalized clipping level, wavelength
λbottom normalized bottom clipping level
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xviii Notation

λtop normalized top clipping level
�( f ) variable related to V(f ) and H(f ) by (2.20)
μ mean of the clipped DCO-OFDM symbol
μU UE associated with AP αA

νU UE associated with AP βA

ξ path loss exponent
�(·) piecewise polynomial transfer function of the transmitter
π number pi, π ≈ 3.14
ρ reflection coefficient of the reflective surface
σ standard deviation of the OFDM time-domain signal
σAWGN standard deviation of the AWGN
σclip standard deviation of the non-linear distortion noise
σshad standard deviation of log-normal shadowing
τ dummy integration variable
φ azimuth angle in a spherical coordinate system
φ(·) PDF of a standard normal distribution
�(·) linearized transfer function of the transmitter denoting

the double-sided signal clipping
ψ(·) polynomial function of non-negative integer order, n
� user priority penalty factor
�(·) normalized non-linear transfer function of the transmitter
�̂(·) unfolded normalized non-linear transfer function in

ACO-OFDM
A set of chunks assigned to a user
#A number of chunks assigned to a user
G group of APs/cells
GβA group of APs βA

I integral structure for calculation of the non-linear distortion
parameters

M set of supported modulation schemes
#M cardinality of M
N (μ, σ 2) normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2 of

the unclipped OFDM symbol
R(θ , φ) BRDF
Rin(θ , φ, λ) portion of the BRDF related to the incoming light
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